best in class engineering with
an ultra compact-fold
folding with the seat unit attached in
both directions, Oyster3 weights just 11.75kg

5 star rating, 2018

Best Pushchair (£400 - £800)

Best Travel System 2019

Best Pushchair 2020

the revolutionary Oyster3
In a world where space saving engineering is key, Oyster3 has been designed to make life easier with
its exceptionally compact fold. With ergonomics and versatility central to the design brief, Oyster3
has the ability to grow with its passenger from birth to 22kg (approx. 4 years).
Staying true to the BabyStyle way, the intricate detail twinned with a fine selection of subtle tones
and effortless style grant the Oyster3 glances of admiration wherever it goes. Oyster3 is quite simply
one of the ‘best strollers we have ever designed’.
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multiple configurations,
designed for lifestyle and beyond...

travel system
(40cm-83cm)

pram

(birth - 9kg)

parent facing
(from birth ...

world facing
... to 22kg)

adjustable harness & hood
Suitable from birth to 22kg
(approx. 4 years)

pull out sun visor &
ventilation net
Hood features UV 50+ protection

spacious shopping basket
Features an extra pocket,
perfect for a raincover or blanket

puncture free tyres
and all round suspension

...from £499

Enables a smoother multi-terrain stroll

compact folding design
Freestanding with seat & hood attached
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Weighs just 11.7kg (Incl. Seat Unit)

lie-flat recline &
adjustable calf-rest
(suitable from birth)

one-click wheel
locking mechanism
Lockable swivel wheels for
superior handling

accessories...

carrycot

footmuff

Suitable for occasional overnight sleeping,
the carrycot has a flat foam mattress
allowing little ones to stretch and grow in
comfort.

The footmuff is designed to offer warmth
and protection from the elements.
Stitched from thermal and signature fabrics,
the footmuff features a zip-up front which
can be removed for warmer outings.

Suitable from birth to 9kg (approx. 6 months).
Raincover included

£169

£50

changing bag

multi car seat adaptors

The Oyster Changing Bag co-ordinates
with the stroller fabric perfectly.

Convert your Oyster3 pushchair to a travel
system. Simply fix to the chassis, click on
your infant car seat and stroll away.

Includes: chassis hooks for hanging the
bag, wipe-clean changing mat and
multiple compartments for
those essentials.

£50

£19

colourways...

caviar
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pepper

mercury

pebble

now available at

truffle

regatta

berry

